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Vice President
2025-2028

Nominee:

Name: Tomasz Malinowski

Member Association: Stowarzyszenie Geodetów Polskich (Association of Polish Surveyors)

Country: Poland

Contact address: TPl sp. z o.o.; al. Boya- Zeleńskiego 69e; 5l-L62Wrocław, Poland

Email address: tmalinowski @tpi.com. pl

Age/birthday: 53, born L7.04.1977

Educational
background &
Qualifications:

M.Sc., geodetic engineer, graduate of the Agricultural University of
Wrocław, Poland; Faculty of Geodesy and Cartography; 1990-1995

MBA studies at POU, School of Management, accredited by Oxford
Brookes University, one of the leading universities in the "new
universities" category in Great Britain; 2OO9-2OLL.

Field of surveying
discipline

Field and height measurements and underground utilities - height
measurements; and due to my professional work at TPl, I implement
measurement solutions in the field of basic measurements, satellite
measurements, 3D scanning, LIDAR, structural monitoring, the UAV/drone
market and many software units for these applications.

I operate on the domestic and foreign markets in the field of broadly
understood geodesy, spatial data, and photogrammetry.

History of
Employment:

- Current position

- Previous position(s)

Since 2000, he has been employed at TPl, a leading supplier of
measurement solutions for geodesy, construction and agriculture (for
Poland, Lithuania, Czech, Slovak, Romania and Ukraine markets)

- sales and marketing director

My passion is discovering and implementing modern technological and
measurement solutions. I love this gamell

1988 employed in the family geo survey business; from measuring to
independent contractor,

engineer in 1995 of surveying works in the field of situational and height
measurements, underground utilities, engineering services for
investments

- surveyor engineer
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Vice President
2025-2028

Nominee:

Position of Trust:

- Current position(s)

- Previous position(s)

o vice president of TPlsp z o. o.
o director of sales and marketing
o vice president of the Association of Polish Surveyors

surveyor engineer

FIG Positions/Responsibilities

- Current position(s)/
responsibilities

- Previousposition(s)/
responsibilities

Coordinator and member of the organizing committee of the
XXVII lnternational Congress FIG 2022 in Poland. The congress
was a great financial success thanks to my promotion and
acquired sponsors and exhibitors. I was responsible for
promoting the Congress on social media, and thanks to direct
contacts, I successfully acquired many participants of the
Congress.

o direct and successful responsibility for sponsors and
exhibitors

Previously, I did not hold any positions in FlG. Thanks to the fact
that I was actively involved in the organization and participation
in the Congress, I learned more and more about the international
environment of surveyors operating in FlG, various aspects and
directions of FIG's activities and development directions. I felt
that my professiona! experience could be very useful to FIG's
activities in various aspects; in the international integration of
the geodetic community, young surveyors and entrepreneurs. I

established many valuable contacts with FIG members.

Other activities in FIG Active support and development of the idea of
intergenerational work started by the current President of
FIG.

Participation in the FIG Evolutionary Diversity Task Force. For
2024in Ghana.

Support and assistance in obtaining sponsors for WW FIG

Ghana 2024.
Participation in FIG Working Week 2023 in Orlando with a

lecture on "success in life"

a

a

a

a
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2025-2028

Nominee's statement

My motivation to be FIG Vice
President:

FIG is a recognized and respected non-governmentalorganization
representing the interests of the international geodetic
community worldwide. lt is a UN-recognized organization whose
purpose is to ensure that the surveying disciplines and all who
practice them work to meet the needs of the markets and
communities they serve. lt is an international forum for
discussion, development and promotion of geodetic standards
within the global community and the challenges posed by
technologica I development and environmental th reats across the
planet. FIG draws on the work of practitioners from both the
public and private, scientific and academic sectors. And it
functions thanks to the will, work and resources of a corps of
volunteers from around the world

The main motivator to act in FIG is broadly understood help and
support for the industry. I move freely in this industry.

It sounds very general and high-flown, but I have been doing it
professionally for over 26 years with my clients (six countries),
and here I consider myself an expert in the field of broadly
understood consulting and assistance in the field of strategic
plans for larger and smaller surveying companies and project.

I know surveyors' problems, and I effectively help them solve
them and apply them to everyday life. I am very practical and
direct

Both local SGP and FIG give me access to a wider field of activity;

- they offer their resources to support current activities.

They also add their own statutory issues, which are new for me
and motivation to use my current experience.

I feel good in this environment and solve challenges that arise
with pleasureO

What I can offer in support of
FIG's aims and objectives:

Offer large amounts of energy, passion and cooperation between
people. With freedom and humor, he undertakes various
interesting tasks that FIG has in abundance.

I can convince others to take this action.

I can organize, plan and achieve the goals set for me.
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I move freely on the international market in the area of
technology suppliers, industry software and surveying-related
organizations.

I have no problems making friends.

I can offer, find and effectively convince sponsors to take action
within FIG and other localorganizations.

I can present the ideas I am working on with dignity and
conviction.

! am systematic. I can do the impossible. Easy :-0

I have my own ideas, and they are appreciated in the industry
because I know them well.

I have ideas for new media and improving marketing FIG

- I am interested in deepening the idea of FIG in the geodetic
environment and its surroundings because the role of geodesy is
changing a lot

- I can find sponsors and make them happy, I do it very well
because I understand the market and their needs. I proved this at
the very beginning of my journey in FIG

My key skills for the Vice
Presidency and FIG Council:

I'm optimistic, I've had it since birth.

I am hard-working, effective, inventive, energetic, systematic at
work and open to broad cooperation

I am a team player and build effective teams.

I can plan and achieve goals

Any other supporting
information:

It will be an honour for me to be such an important part of FtG.

I will do my best and give my all, ! promise
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Nomination Template

Vice President
2025-2028

Nominator

Name of Member Association Association of Polish Surveyors

Name of Proposer:

Position in Association

Janusz Walo

President

Contact address: ul. Czackiego 3/5
00-043 Warszawa, Poland

Email address Janusz.Walo@ pw.edu. pl

Proposels Statement

Why the Association wants to
propose the Nominee

Tomasz is a person full of passion and ideas. His activities do not
end with ideas but with their effective implementation, which
positively affects the operation of the Association of Polish
Surveyors and cooperation with other geodetic organizations and
geodetic administration.

What support (financial,
administrative and others) can
the Association provide to the
Nominee if elected Vice
President

Accommodation, logistics and administration support

Any other supporting
information:

Name of Seconder:

Position in Association

Ludmila Pietrzak

Vice president

Contact address: ul. Czackiego 3/5
00-043 Warszawa, Poland

Email address milka. pietrzak@gmail.com

s/6Election of FlG Vice President Ż025-2028
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Signed

I hereby certify the above is true and correct*

Nominee

Proposer: ila
Seconder:

\\"v
Date:

* Nominee is requested to initial every poge oI the nominotion template

Election of FIG Vice President 2025-2028
FIG 47th General Assembly
19 and 23 May 2024, Accra, Ghana

Clarifying Notes: The Nominator (Proposer and Seconder) must be principal officers
of the FIG Member Association (by principal officers, it is construed
as President or Chairperson, DepuĘ or Vice President/Chairperson,
Secretary General or Chief Executive Officer or equivalent position)
The Nomination Template must be accompanied by a letter of
support from either the President or the Principal Officer of the
nominating FIG Member Association
Nominating FIG Member Association should ascertain the
availabiliĘ of the nominee over the duration of the term of office
Nominee should preferably have prior or current responsibilities
within and working knowledge of FlG, its activities, aims and
objectives
Nominee and Nominator are requested to pay attention to the
Nominee's Statement and the Propose/s Statement

a

a

a
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StowarzVszenie
Geodetów Polskich

Association of Polish Surveyors
z arzą d Główny

Warsaw, January 10,2024

L.dz.ZGl 412024

Letter of suppoń
for Tomasz Malinowski for the position of vice president of FlG, 2025-2028

Tomasz Malinowski has been an active member of the Association of Polish Surveyors (SGP)

for many years and has served as vice president of the Association for two years. Among his many

tasks resulting from his membership in the main board, he also undeńakes activities in other areas of

the Association's activity. He is, among other things, the chairman of the Committee of the SGP for

Development and Promotion and actively cooperates with the Committee for lnternational Cooperation

and the Committee of Young Surveyors. The Association of Polish Surveyors strongly suppońs his

candidacy for the position of vice-president of FIG in the 2025-2028 term. With his commitment and

energy, he can reliably and effectively carry out the tasks set before him.

Although Tomasz Malinowski does not have a long history of activity for FlG, he ceńainly made

a good impression during the FlG2022 Congress organized in Poland in Warsaw. ln the opinion of the

organizers and pańicipants of the Congress, he is a very communicative person, an excellent

organizer, a man of action, and always ready for various challenges. ln the geodetic environment in

Poland and abroad, he is known as a high-class specialist open to new challenges and technologies

and with an interdisciplinary and comprehensive approach to solving engineering tasks. His culture,

optimism, energy, ability to work in a team and effectiveness are the features that make him an

excellent manager. Tomasz has extensive experience and undoubtedly skills in promotional activities

and establishing cooperation with business pańners. He is very involved in promoting the Association

and federation and has recently suppońed FlG's effońs to obtain sponsors and exhibitors for the

Working Week 2024 conference in Ghana. His personal qualities and actions make us see him as a

leader, capable of building a team around him that can carry out demanding tasks, and a perfect

candidate for the vice president of FlG.

The Association of Polish Surveyors can provide Tomasz Malinowski with administrative and

organizational assistance, which will be needed to peńorm his duties effectively in FlG.

Stoworzyszenie Geodelów Polskich
Zanqd Główny
ul. Czockiego 3/5 p. 41ó
00 - 043 Worszowo

www. s g p. g eod ezjo. org. pl
biuro@ sgp.geodezjo.org.pl

NlP 52ó-000{9-ó2
Regon oooó7l496
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Warczawa, Poland 10.01.2024

To: whom lt may concern;

Dear slrc

I have been asked for supplying my opinlon about nomination of Tomasz Malinowski to be Vace-
President of the FtG.

I know personally Tomasz for (OMG - how the time is going quickVltor 27 yearc. We have been worklng
together for 24 years, when Tomasz became Deputy Director of TPI - company of consolidated
turnoverof 25 mEUR.

Our company is active In 6 countries of Central/Eastern Europe. Acting in multiple countries pushed
Tomasz to work within dlfferent culture environment that is fundamentatto devetop business/activities
in multi-cultural world.

Tomasz is absolutely Team Player. Co-management of blgger organization requires proper organization
of team-work/ sharing duties - and I confirm that Tomasz feels well in establishing coopention
between dlft rent stakeholders.

Dynamism - no doubt TradeMark of Tomasz - what you could easily see durlng FIG Congress in Warsaw.
Doesn't matter if we speak about 2oo4 or 2}24Tomasz remains reservoir of energy that our community
should use. I am absolutely convinced that this can enrich FIG structure.

Yes _ Tomasz is Surveyor. Formally and mentally. Formally _ as he graduates from Facu|Ę of Geodesy of
Ęriculture UniversiĘ of Wroclaw - one of the rnost appreciated surveying related facu!Ę in Potand.
Mentally - as he grew up in family with strong surveying roots. But his skills do exceed by far Ęplcal
competences of Surveyor. Tomasz feels very well in world of marketing/PR - that does not seem to be
very common within our socieĘ where function of externa! perception of our proffesion is often by far
underestimated. Tomasz experience as Chief of Sales and Marketing of TPI can increase our potential
for fight for better perception of our surveying community.

And last - but in my opinion very impońant element. Tomasz is coming from business - and his
potenfiat duties related to co-management of FIG would requlre him to partially step out from duties
he is doing nowadays. Management Board of TPI - which I have the honour to lead - took decision to
share part of his duties so that he could concentnte to bring values to community of gtobat surveyors
- that we, as a company - feel to be part of.

n

Yours sincerely;

Andrzej laroszewicz,

CEO of TPI-Warsaw

\

Member of Management of 3gon, Prague, Czech Republlc
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